
Reified Constraints



We have to select warehouses for serving customers



We have to select warehouses for serving customers
■ There are  warehouses and  customers
■ Each customer  should be served by a single warehouse
■ Each customer  has a demand 
■ Each warehouse  has a limited capacity 
■ There is a travel cost  for serving customer  from warehouse 
Goal: find the assignment that minimizes the cost



How do we model the problem?



How do we model the problem?

A first alternative

■
■ Index = customer

■ Value = warehouse

How does it fare with the constraints?
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"Each customer  should be served by a single warehouse"
■ Trivial
"Each warehouse  has a limited capacity "



"Each customer  should be served by a single warehouse"
■ Trivial
"Each warehouse  has a limited capacity "
■ Assigning customer  to warehouse  consumes some capacity
■ Not easy to model with out current tools!



We can tackle the problem by changing the representation...
Second alternative: "inverted" approach



We can tackle the problem by changing the representation...

Second alternative: "inverted" approach
■ Index = warehouse, value = customer

■ Not so easy!

■ One warehouse can serve multiple customers



We can tackle the problem by changing the representation...

Third alternative: binary model

■ One variable for each possible assignment

■
The typical modeling approach in Integer Linear Programming

How does it fare with the constraints?



"Each customer  should be served by a single warehouse"

"Each warehouse  has a limited capacity "

There is a travel cost  for serving customer  from warehouse 



We managed to model the problem! But:



We managed to model the problem! But:
■ It's not compact
■ Constraint propagation may be weak
Is there another alternative?



We manage to model the problem! But:

■ It's not compact

■ Constraint propagation may be weak

Is there another alternative?
■ Yes, we can extend our modeling tools

■ HP: let's use our classical  variables

■ We need the ability to:

■ Take into account a demand  for warehouse  if 

■ Take into account a cost  for warehouse  if 



We could achieve both goals by treating constraints as expressions:

Intuitively:
■  iff the constraint  is satisfied
■  iff the constraint is not satisfied

This is actually possible in most constraint solvers



A reified constraint is an expression that 
corresponds to the feasibility state of a constraint

Our notation:

■ A constraint that appears as a term in an expression is reified

■ A constraint  between brackets is reified

A meta-constraint is a constraint over reified constraints



A reified constraint is an expression that 
corresponds to the feasibility state of a constraint

Example: warehouse capacity as a meta-constraint:



A reified constraint is an expression that 
corresponds to the feasibility state of a constraint

Example: assignment costs using reified constraints:

Essentially:
■ We gain the power to "materialize" binary variables...
■ ...whenever they are needed



A reified constraint is an expression that 

corresponds to the feasibility state of a constraint

How does it work in practice?

■ We need to define a notion of consistency
■ We need a filtering algorithm



GAC for reified constraints:
The (original) domain  of a reified constraint is always 
■ value  in  has a support iff  can be feasible
■ value  in  has a support iff  can be infeasible



GAC for reified constraints:
The (original) domain  of a reified constraint is always 
■ value  in  has a support iff  can be feasible
■ value  in  has a support iff  can be infeasible
Examples:
Consider the constraint :
■
■
■



Filtering Rules
Let  be the reification of constraint . Start by filtering . Then:
■ If we have a domain wipeout 
■ If  is resolved 

Resolved constraint: A constraint is resolved iff

i.e. if all the possible assignments are feasible.



Filtering Rules
Let  be the reification of constraint . Start by filtering . Then:
■ If we have a domain wipeout 
■ If  is resolved 
Some comments:
The first rule is simple to implement



Filtering Rules
Let  be the reification of constraint . Start by filtering . Then:

■ If we have a domain wipeout 

■ If  is resolved 

Some comments:
For the second, we need to check whether  is resolved:

■ If we can, then GAC is enforced on 

■ Otherwise, we have a weaker form of consistency

■ Worst case: check feasibility  once all variables are bound

In practice, the approach is typically used for 



Meta-constraints are extremely powerful modeling tools
However, they are not always the best choice:
■ They may lead to complicated models

■ They may lead to larger models (hence, more filtering time)

■ They may lead to weak filtering (same as binary vars.)

And the last point deserves some discussion...



A Modeling Exercise



Let's consider a simple production scheduling problem:

■ We have a single production line that must process a set  of orders
■ Processing an order takes one unit of time (e.g. one day)
■ Processing an order consume all our resources for that time unit
■ There are precedence constraints  between some orders
■ The precedences are stored as pairs in a set 

■ Each order  has a deadline 
■ We get a revenue  if an order is processed by the deadline
■ For the remaining orders, we do not get anything

Our goal is maximize the revenue



Which variables? Start times!

With 
How do we model the resources?

How do we model the precedences?



And what about the revenues?
They define our cost function:

 
■ But should consider only the orders processed by the deadline!



And what about the revenues?
They define our cost function:

 
■ But should consider only the orders processed by the deadline!
So, our full model is:



A Modeling Exercise



We need to schedule activities in an industrial workshop.

■ Activities are organized in jobs

■ A job is a set of  activities, to be performed in sequence

■ There are  jobs to be scheduled

■ The -th activity in the -job is called 

■ Activity  has non-negative duration 

■ The workshop has  machines

■ Each of the  activities requires a different machine

■ In particular,  requires machine 

Objective: complete all jobs as soon as possible



How do we model the problem?



Which variables? Start times!



Which variables? Start times!

With 

Ordering constraints for each job:

Cost function: minimize the makespan (maximum end time)



The tricky part is handling the resources...
■ Activities on the same machine cannot run in parallel
■ In our old scheduling problem: we used  constraints
Let's parse "cannot run in parallel" for  and 



The tricky part is handling the resources...

■ Activities on the same machine cannot run in parallel

■ Old scheduling problem: we used  constraints

Let's parse "cannot run in parallel" for  and 

■ Either  ends before  starts

■ or  ends before  starts

This can be stated using meta constraints:

For all  such that 



So we get a first model for the job-shop scheduling problem:

Where the  expression will be modeled using a .
We will return to the JSSP again in the course


